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The objective of Operation Intercept was to reduce the flow of drugs at the border between the United States and Mexico. The three minute vehicle inspections caused economic chaos for both sides of the border but had little impact on the drug flow. 1 This story could well fit into today"s headlines, but it is from 1969. Forty years later the drug war is killing more
Americans yearly than the combined yearly American casualties in Iraq and Afghanistan. This war has Mexico battling corruption, economic upheaval and violence from drug cartels whereas the United States increasingly struggles with losses of national security, expanding drug influence and questionable policies. To win this drug war the United States and Mexico must become better neighbors and work towards common objectives that ultimately curb the demand.
It has taken several decades to develop, but the severity of the illicit drug problem is finally getting out and addressed more frequently at high levels. U.S. Congressional
Representative Hal Rogers while speaking about the Mexican drug war pled that "we don"t lose sight of the big picture and what"s at stake, and that"s no less than our National sovereignty." 2 His sentiments coincide with Michael Hayden, the former CIA director, as he spoke of violence in Mexico as the second greatest threat to U.S. national security, second only to al Qaeda. 3 Furthermore, Director Hayden advocated that Mexico could become more problematic for the United States than Iraq. 4 It is notable that each administration since the Johnson presidency touted concerns about drugs and their attendant problems, both domestically and internationally, yet the problem is now worse than when it became a national issue in the 1960s, and then Reagan"s "war on drugs" in 1983. After four decades of battling drugs, estimates place the human toll around 20,000 drug induced deaths and a cost of $280 billion of dollars a year. 5 Yet many studies show the overall quantity of drugs reaching the U.S. consumer has not diminished, nor have the prices increased.
In fact, statistics reflect increased drug production, lower street prices and increased consumption of various drugs over the past twenty years. 6 Tragically, this increased consumption also results in more drug induced deaths. and political violence and fuels armed groups. It greatly increases problems of citizen security, public order, and ultimately law enforcement." 22 Areas such as gangs, murders, extortion, contraband, weapons trafficking, money laundering and human smuggling are only some of the more notable off-shoots related to drugs. In the long term, a key to impacting the supply chain and stemming the domestic effects of drugs is in the areas prevention and treatment.
Even though the United States needs to improve in the area or prevention, it also needs to better shoulder its responsibility in the international drug wars given that it is the number one consumer of illegal drugs in the world. As the primary consumer, and as a neighbor the United forces. 27 Moreover, the powerful "Las Zetas" cartel originated with military personnel specialized in weaponry and special operations warfare. Such widespread corruption is as much a factor for the wealthy as it is for the poor.
Mexico"s economic challenges lend itself to an impoverished populace amenable to doing most anything to provide for their basic needs. In 1994, drugs brought in somewhere between $7-30 billion dollars into the Mexican economy -while Mexico"s largest legal export commodity of oil only brought in $7 billion dollars. 28 Moreover, in high drug trafficking states thousands of locals work in the production of marijuana and opium. 29 The citizens choose to raise drugs because it pays better than traditional crops and provides for some quality of life improvements. Cartels also employ those with specialized skills and even go so far as to advertise job openings on billboards and in the newspapers. 30 Consequently President Calderon"s crackdown on drugs has some governors and leaders telling the President not to send more troops into their areas. 31 The crackdown not only disrupts the leaderships corrupt lifestyles, but businesses dealing in honest establishments like car dealerships, restaurants, markets and other commercial entities suffer when the drug flow diminishes. It is significant to note that some estimates are that four percent of the Mexican economy comes from drug money. Experts warn that removal of drug funds could start a severe recession. 32 Given the dynamics of corruption and economic impact some fear that the crackdown may end when President Calderon leaves office in 2012.
On the other hand the loss of the tainted money would diminish drug related violence. In the last two years drug trafficking violence spiked in Mexico with more than 5,600 people killed in 2008, an alarming increase of 110 percent over 2007. 33 The increases continued with at least 5,071 deaths by October 2009. 34 Some scholars fear the increase in violence and death may be a sign that the Mexican government is losing ground whereas others are hopeful that the cartels are turning on each other as their movements become more restricted. 35 Regardless of which scholars offer the correct assessment, opinion polls show that "by a 2-to-1 margin, Mexicans believe that the powerful and well-armed cartels are outgunning the government even as the army takes a high-profile and unprecedented role." 36 Some of the public skepticism for government success may relate to the alleged quantity of human rights abuses caused by the deployed military personnel. 37 The majority of the human rights abuses are not from the military, but by the cartels.
They are infamous about carrying out threats against individuals, and their family members, that oppose them. The cartels are so bold and confident that signs advertise who they are targeting to kill. 38 This level of intimidation causes entire police forces to resign or die at the hands of the cartels. Part of the increased deaths is attributable to weapons purchased legally in the United
States and taken illegally into Mexico. This long term prevention outlook would thus help both the United States and Mexico regain control and establish higher levels of security within each country and between the two nations.
